
Evaluation 2nd meeting in Ceuta    

1. Were you involved in planning the whole project?    0 yes  6     0 no 4 

2. Were you involved in planning the second meeting in Ceuta?    0 yes  6     0 no 4 

3. Did you agree on meetings and dates?    0 yes 10      0 no 

4. Did the program meet your expectations? 0 yes  10    0 no 

Please explain why 

- There was a balance between work, free time and cultural activities 

- Everything was well organized 

- Interesting meetings and activites 

- Very cultural, cost effective and enjoyable to all 

- We managed to do all we have planned 

- We fulfilled what we have planned 

- Because the programme was respected 

- Project objectives and strategies were accomplished 

- Wonderful surroundings and interesting meetings and sight-seeing 

5. Did you feel "safe" during the meeting? (safe = safe place, please see the PPT safe place")    
0 yes  10     0 no 

Please explain why:  

- Felt like among friends 2 x 

- very well planned, everything went according to the programme 

- Everyone works hard to make the meeting safe 

- Very friendly and organised 

- I knew the programme before and I was among friendly people 

- I always feel safe in the company of friends 

 

 

 



6. Did you enjoy the atmosphere during the meeting?  0 yes   10    0 no 0 

Please explain why:  

- It was a friendly and respectful atmosphere 

- The cooperation went well you can count on each other 

- Friends together and talking and respectin each other 

- I felt confident and encouraged 

- It was a good cooperation and a good atmosphere 

- Everyone listened to everybody and was positive 

- We were made to feel very welcome 

7. Did you enjoy the atmosphere during the spare time?  0 yes  10     0 no 0 

Please explain why:  

- Lots of activities 

- Friendly chatting with all the others 

- I felt among friends 

- We had a great time 

- Understand cuktural differences and clear on how to feel safe 

- We had a great time with old nd met new fantastic people 

- We had a great time on the beach and during meals 

7. Are you aware of the future work and tasks for the project?  0 yes 10      0 no 0 

8. Is there something you would like to tell the partner who organised the meeting? 

 Please do it! 

- Thank you for all the effort you put in the organisation of the meeting. We felt at home 
at Ceuta. Miguel and Tomas - the host with the most! :-) 

- Thank you Thomas and Miguel! We loved the time in Ceuta and had lots of fun thanks to 
you! 

- You have organised it very well and it was a great time and interesting! 

- Thank you so much for an unforgettable experience in Ceuta - with friends 



- You were great guys! Thank you for being such good hosts! 

- Thank you for the "safe place" you have created for usand congratulations for the 
activities you have planned for teachers and students 

- Miguel and Tomas you did  a great job and everything has been wonderful! Good mix of 
different things to do. 

- Excellent planning and organisation 

9. Is there something you would like to tell the coordinator? Please do it! 

- Excellent preparation and planning, lots of activities and very enjoyable experiences 

- I must remember the report of the meeting and to let our students put their work on teh 
Wiki 

- Thank you for the support and the information given in time 

- Thank you that we've had the information on time to fulfill our tasks 

- Thank you for keepin us informed of all the important parts we need to be clear on 

- Thank you Cessi for your part in organizing the meeting! we feel well guided by you. 

 

 


